COMMITTEE: Vibrant Neighborhood Matching Grant Selection Committee  
DATE: Monday, March 2, 2020 at 5:30 p.m.
DIRECTIONS: Administrative Conference Room, One Municipal Dr., Fishers, IN 46038-1574

Selection Committee
Tim Cullen, Aurthur Henning, Mitch Schenck, Eric Pethtel, Mark LaBarr, David Whan, Monica Hartke-Tarr, John Amos, Elliott Hultgren

City Staff
Megan Schaefer, Danesa Stolz, Tyler Folk

1. **Weaver Creek**– VNMG-20-1 - Application Packet  
   PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Beautify pond along Harrison Pkwy.  
   REQUESTED AMOUNT: $2,725
   TOTAL PROJECT COST: $5,450
   PREVIOUS RECIPIENT: YES (NMG 2006)

2. **River Glen**– VNMG-19-2 - Application Packet  
   PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Repair entryway brick walls and signage at six (6) intersections, including one (1) at 116th St & one (1) at Allisonville Rd.  
   REQUESTED AMOUNT: $5,000
   TOTAL PROJECT COST: $28,600

3. **Weaver Woods** – VNMG-20-2 - Application Packet  
   PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Install irrigation system at front entrance on 141st St.  
   REQUESTED AMOUNT: $1,920
   TOTAL PROJECT COST: $3,840
   PREVIOUS RECIPIENT: YES (NMG 2009)

4. **Burberry Place**– VNMG-20-3 & VNMG-20-4 - Application Packet  
   PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Update two (2) landscape beds and install entrance lighting at entrance on Hauge Road.  
   REQUESTED AMOUNT: $3,544.00
   TOTAL PROJECT COST: $7,088.15
   PREVIOUS RECIPIENT: NO
5. **Williams Ridge – VNMG-20-5 - Application Packet**  
   **PROJECT DESCRIPTION:** Masonry repairs on the two entrance pillars adjacent to Allisonville Rd.  
   **REQUESTED AMOUNT:** $1,225.00  
   **TOTAL PROJECT COST:** $2,450.00  
   **PREVIOUS RECIPIENT:** NO

6. **Cumberland Woods – VNMG-20-6 - Application Packet**  
   **PROJECT DESCRIPTION:** Adding aeration system to retention pond to improve water quality and appearance.  
   **REQUESTED AMOUNT:** $4,569.22  
   **TOTAL PROJECT COST:** $9,138.43  
   **PREVIOUS RECIPIENT:** YES (NMG 2008)

7. **8481 Anvil Court – VNMG-20-7 - Application Packet**  
   **PROJECT DESCRIPTION:** Landscaping improvements along Fishers Pointe Blvd.  
   **REQUESTED AMOUNT:** $2,844.43  
   **TOTAL PROJECT COST:** $5,688.86  
   **PREVIOUS RECIPIENT:** NO

8. **Seven Oaks – VNMG-20-8 - Application Packet**  
   **PROJECT DESCRIPTION:** Upgrade front entry plantings and remove trees and fix asphalt path along 136th St.  
   **REQUESTED AMOUNT:** $2,192.00  
   **TOTAL PROJECT COST:** $4,384.00  
   **PREVIOUS RECIPIENT:** NO

9. **Heritage Meadows – VNMG-20-9 - Application Packet**  
   **PROJECT DESCRIPTION:** Plant 25 trees along the east edge of the neighborhood where apartments are being built. Aerators in two ponds to revitalize ponds. Erosion control of banks on the main pond. Redo eyebrow island on Fishers Pointe Blvd.  
   **REQUESTED AMOUNT:** $5,000.00  
   **TOTAL PROJECT COST:** $33,050.61  

10. **Brendonshire – VNMG-20-10 - Application Packet**  
    **PROJECT DESCRIPTION:** Add plant material and create landscape beds for annual flowers at entrance along 131st Street.  
    **REQUESTED AMOUNT:** $1,045.00  
    **TOTAL PROJECT COST:** $2,090.00  
    **PREVIOUS RECIPIENT:** NO

11. **12017 Flagstone Drive – VNMG-20-11 - Application Packet**  
    **PROJECT DESCRIPTION:** Remove overgrown and dead landscaping, replace with new native species and to repair a sinking sidewalk. This project was completed in October 2019.  
    **REQUESTED AMOUNT:** $1,250.00  
    **TOTAL PROJECT COST:** $2,500.00  
    **PREVIOUS RECIPIENT:** NO

12. **River Highlands – VNMG-20-12 - Application Packet**  
    **PROJECT DESCRIPTION:** Complete renovation of landscaping on both sides of the main entrance with installation of completely new and updated lighting system and landscape fixtures.  
    **REQUESTED AMOUNT:** $5,000.00  
    **TOTAL PROJECT COST:** $37,655.00  
    **PREVIOUS RECIPIENT:** NO
   PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Renovate the main entrance at Olio Road and Alston Drive. Eradicate a poison ivy infestation and replace with hardscape and flowering plants to provide seasonal color.
   REQUESTED AMOUNT: $5,000.00
   TOTAL PROJECT COST: $12,890.00
   PREVIOUS RECIPIENT: NO

14. Royalwood – VNMG-20-14 - Application Packet
   PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Installation of a french drain to mitigate standing water that attracts mosquitoes, snakes, and other animals causes safety concerns.
   REQUESTED AMOUNT: $2,415.00
   TOTAL PROJECT COST: $4,830.00
   PREVIOUS RECIPIENT: YES (NMG 2012, 2015, 2018; TMG 2014)

   PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Update entrance with new plantings at entrance on 131st Street and Howe Road.
   REQUESTED AMOUNT: $4,297.50
   TOTAL PROJECT COST: $8,595.00
   PREVIOUS RECIPIENT: YES (NMG 2014, 2017)

16. The Bristols – VNMG-20-16 - Application Packet
   PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Fix curb by neighborhood pool house.
   REQUESTED AMOUNT: $1,250.00
   TOTAL PROJECT COST: $2,500.00

17. Lantern Overlook – VNMG-20-17 - Application Packet
   PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Update entrance with new plantings at entrance on Lantern Road.
   REQUESTED AMOUNT: $5,000.00
   TOTAL PROJECT COST: $13,281.45
   PREVIOUS RECIPIENT: YES (NMG 2005)

   PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Updates to the lighting, signage, and landscaping at the neighborhood entrance off 121st Street.
   REQUESTED AMOUNT: $5,000.00
   TOTAL PROJECT COST: $10,502.00
   PREVIOUS RECIPIENT: NO

   PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Update entrance on Fall Creek Road with new plantings and lighting.
   REQUESTED AMOUNT: $5,000.00
   TOTAL PROJECT COST: $11,987.89
   PREVIOUS RECIPIENT: YES (NMG 2010; TMG 2016)

20. Walnut Creek – VNMG-20-20 - Application Packet
   PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Replace gas lanterns at the front entrance with electric fixtures; power wash the front entrance and associated walls.
   REQUESTED AMOUNT: $5,000.00
   TOTAL PROJECT COST: $12,573.00
   PREVIOUS RECIPIENT: YES (NMG 2010, 2016)
21. **Woodberry** – VNMG-20-21 - [Application Packet]
   PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Install new playground equipment and increase total size of play area.
   REQUESTED AMOUNT: $5,000.00
   TOTAL PROJECT COST: $240,000.00
   PREVIOUS RECIPIENT: YES (NMG 2010, 2013, 2018; TMG 2014)

22. **The Oaks of Kraus Square** – VNMG-20-22 - [Application Packet]
   PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Add an aeration system to improve the health and look of the pond within the neighborhood.
   REQUESTED AMOUNT: $4,441.42
   TOTAL PROJECT COST: $8,882.83
   PREVIOUS RECIPIENT: YES (NMG 2017)